Automated Quoting
System (AQS)

GENESIS AQS IS...

A comprehensive multi-asset class Automated Quoting
Solution supporting RFQ (Request for Quote) and RFS
(Request for Stream) business flows, from initial quote
capture through to pricing, execution and trade booking.
AQS also supports full multi-party workflow, including manual and automated pricing models,
offering connectivity to external execution venues and integration to middle and back office
applications, including Bloomberg TOMS (Real-Time FIX Feed) and Pershing, for full STP.
The key features:
Support of both manual or automated quotes, either direct
or via external platforms
Multi-Asset class support, including Fixed Income, Equity,
Derivatives, Funds, and CDs
Support of multiple workflow models, including manual,
assisted and automated workflows
Multi-party workflow management from client to sales desk
to trading desk to executing venue
Both manual and automated pricing models, with full
inventory management
A sophisticated pricing spreader based on
customer tiering
Connectivity to leading market venues
Integration with Genesis middle office solution (TAM)
for trade allocation management
Provision of user friendly Web GUI
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AQS Example Configuration Options for Fixed Income
Genesis AQS can be configured to support multiple workflow types, from manual internal
quoting between client, sales and trading desk (See Diagram A), through to fully automated
liquidity management models (Diagram C) supporting inbound client quote requests via D2C
platforms and execution on D2D and Broker platforms.
The solution also supports an assisted D2C workflow model (Diagram B) whereby quotes are
initiated through D2C platforms (Bloomberg, Tradeweb, MarketAxess etc) and the trader is
then presented with consolidated venue liquidity data, which is subsequently used to provide a
manual pricing response.

ABOUT GENESIS

Genesis is a global Capital Markets software company
with a difference.
We bring a fresh approach to helping firms adapt and innovate their business and operating
models in an ever-challenging, constantly changing environment. Pioneering vision, coupled with
our technical innovation, is at the heart of everything we do.
LOW CODE/PRO CODE: We are a “low code/pro code” application platform, cloud delivered as a service (aPaaS).
PERFORMANCE: Developed over the years with Capital Markets firms, the Genesis platform is empowering the next
generation of agile solution delivery.
FLEXIBILITY: We’ve flexible delivery options, so you can pick the best approach for your needs – now and in the
future. “Build It Your Way”, “Build IT Together” or “Ready Built.
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